Connecting and Securing Effective Learning Ecosystems®

February 2022
Student Data Privacy Consortium (SDPC) Update
Agenda

- Welcome and Introductions
- SIF 101
- Project Team Updates
- New Members
- Membership Changes / Access
- Symposium
- AOB
“Connecting and Securing Effective Learning Ecosystems”

You MUST Address

- Application Vetting
- Contracting Process
- Application Management
- Integration
- Data Exchange
- Quality Control
- Professional Learning
Addressing Data Integration, Exchange, and Quality Control
QUIZ TIME: Privacy…….. By the Numbers!

- 34...................... Participating States
- 84...................... Participating Vendor Members
- 7,351.................. Resources in the Registry
- 10,779................. Participating Districts
- 60,972............... Signed Exhibit E’s
- 64,238............... Signed Agreements
- 34,000,000........... Students Impacted
Project Team Updates

● **R3: Registry Changes**
  
  *To submit enhancements, go to: SDPC Resource Registry > Help > Registry Enhancements*

  
  The SDPC will step up and help address the issue of there being no easily referenced, education context aware security framework, not only in the U.S. but across the globe. The goal of this new working group would be to identify and document a security framework that could become the **Global Education Security Standard (GESS)**. We also propose that the ST4S work in the AU be closely integrated into the **GESS**. There exists an opportunity to leverage each other’s work to create a global standard that providers can adhere to.

● **Alliances and Vendors: NDPA V2**
Resource Registry: ‘Asks’

SDPC Enhancement Timeline

**PRE-PHASE 1**
2 weeks (in-progress)
- Repair DB Indexing
- Query Improvements
- Front-end Query Design

**PRIORITY 1**
30 days
- Improved Data Elements Selection Tool, Copy/Manual Selection Options, and Accurate Naming Convention
- Implement Training Server
- Enhanced Alliance Lead Dashboard
- Add New field for ‘In Use at District’
- Enhanced table sorting

**PRE-PHASE 2**
2 weeks (in-progress)
- Agreement Expiration/Renewal Enhancements & System Alerts

**PRIORITY 2**
60 days
- AutoFill Text Boxes on Search Page
- Upload Custom Exhibit B
- New Agreement Notifications & Subscriptions (State & National)
- Meta Tag Enhancements
- Progress Workflow Template & Add WYSIWYG Tool for Emails
- Upload Bulk Agreements via web form
- Implement Resource Selection Tool
- Simplify SDPC Badges for Vendors with linked page showing status
- Add categories to Content Meta Tags
- Review and approve uploaded modified DRAs before public

**PRIORITY 3**
80 days
- Self Serve Bulk Import Tool
- Make Join Us dropdown auto-complete
- Display resource logo in all places
- Add functionality for a DPA to cover multiple resources
- Update multiple resource progress at once
- Add Email notifications
  - To recipients at times of data breaches
  - Add Custom Autoresponses to New Account Requests
  - Report/Flag bad records
- Add ability to prepare agreements for approval
- Enhance Reporting
- New Fields:
  - Implementation level / responsible party for setup and support
  - Custom Fields for IL Alliance
  - Declined data field
- Add date range to search filters
Project Team Updates

- **R3: Registry Changes**
  To submit enhancements, go to: SDPC Resource Registry > Help > Registry Enhancements

- ***NEW* Global Security:** [https://www.A4L.org/group/SDPC-GESS](https://www.A4L.org/group/SDPC-GESS)
  The SDPC will step up and help address the issue of there being no easily referenced, education context aware security framework, not only in the U.S. but across the globe. The goal of this new working group would be to identify and document a security framework that could become the **Global Education Security Standard (GESS)**. We also propose that the ST4S work in the AU be closely integrated into the GESS. There exists an opportunity to leverage each other’s work to create a global standard that providers can adhere to.

- **Alliances and Vendors: NDPA V2**
NDPA V2 Progression

**Vendor Project Team**
- Review Draft By Section
- Collect Comments on Shared Doc
  - Setzer / Bloom

**Alliance Project Team**
- Review Draft By Section
- Collect Comments on Shared Doc
  - Garrett / Williams

**Legal Project Team**
- Create Draft By Section
- From Comments on Shared Doc
- Generate First Draft
  - Facilitated by Siegl

**Management Board**
- Vote to Release Draft for Comment

**Goal Summer 2022**

**Keys:**
- Shared working doc will be publicly available to all members
- Parallel activity during first public review for Guidance and Usage Draft
  - Draft will enter into Legal Project Team Review and follow approval process
- After release, Policy, Procedure and Usage will be open to all members
- Alliances will re-constitute the Alliance Project Team

**1-2 Community Reviews and Comment Cycles**

**Legal Project Team**
- Final Draft for Approval

**Management Board**
- Vote to Release Draft to Public
New Members

Arkansas Department of Education

MSD of Warren Township

Grouptrail

XtraMath

Boom Learning

Canva
Updates

Membership Changes

Changes only occur on renewal date
How can we publicly show agreements to Teachers and Families?

- Customized Resource Listing page
  - Under “Tools” Tab
- Public Query for any individual district
- Teacher Login (view rights only)
April 25-27, 2022 | Washington, DC

REGISTER HERE: https://privacy.a4l.org/2022-symposium/

Any delegate who registered for 2020 or 2021 Symposiums will be transferred over (if requested) or refunded (if they are unable to attend)

Three days of “tactical” data interoperability (via SIF Specifications) and privacy (via the Student Data Privacy Consortium (SDPC)) conversations with real-world work successful and challenging case studies.

**DRAFT AGENDA:**

- Interoperability and Privacy - complexities and dependencies
- Foundations of Interoperability in the real world
- Foundations of Student Privacy
  - They are NOT mutually exclusive in the real world
- Strategies 101 - Group Reflection Sessions
What’s Next? Common Expectations!

Here is the data we will give you and details on how we want it treated.

End Users

Here is how we have treated the data and details on how we can prove it to you.

Providers

Automated

Increased interoperability without the inclusion of privacy requirements = increased RISK. Both data sharing and privacy parameters must be identified and communicated.